Ford ranger clutch switch

How do I remove the clutch starter safety switch? I'm replacing the bushings in the pedal
bracket. I have everything else disconnected. It's spring loaded and slides around the push rod.
Do you. My info says remove negative battery cable-- remove electrical connector from switch,
the spread switch apart to remove. Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thank you. I will try
that. Will it go back they same way since it's spring loaded? Hopefully, I can't see much from
here. What I posted was from the database. Can you post a photo on how the bushing, wire, and
brake rod go back on the pedal arm? Sorry, the picture below is all I found, so far. That's for the
clutch. I need the brake. I for got how it went back together Was this answer. These are pics of it
apart Image Click to enlarge. This is for the brake pedal switch. Below Image Click to enlarge.
Nice pictures. How does it go together Was this answer. The cpp switch did come off like you
said, and went back on. I got it back together. I found that my problem was I need to replace the
pedal assembly bracket. Is there a step by step procedure on how to do that? I know it's real
tight and everything is in the way. Don't have a step by step or I haven't found one. Looks like
two bolts and four nuts. You have to support the brake master cylinder and booster, before
removing. Images Click to enlarge. I already had those bolts and nuts out, but could'nt get the
bracket out. Real tight. I did'nt know if I had to remove anything else. Don't know, have to look
at it? Thank you for everything. It really helped. Please let me know if you find anything. I will,
can you tell if the assembly is hitting anything under the dash. My biggest problem is I can't see
anything from here. I also have a Mercury Sable that I'm desperatley trying to get back on the
road. I got insurance and tag on it and broke the next day. Check engine light comes on after
running a few minutes and runs bad with black smoke coming out of tail pipe. It seems like it's
not shifting right. It will only do 45mph at rpms. I tried to pull the code with a friends scanner
and it wont pull. I've tried jumping the eec and using the scanner. My friends scanner is a snap
on with right adaptor and computer card. It's hitting something towards the front of the dash. I
think if the clutch push rod and brake rod was not there I might be able to get it out. Please
login or register to post a reply. Transmission Removal? Clutch Not Working? Then This Past
Adjust The Clutch? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Password Forgot Password?
Join Us! Join Date: Oct Posts: 1, Clutch interlock switch. Hi dudes. Some time ago I posted
something similar, but couldnt fix the problem. Ill fix this before ends!!!! Heres the issue: I have
a 96 3. Some of you told me the previous owner must have baypassed this switch. Today I look
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original corrugated plastic in mint conditions, and all 6 wires. I also disconnected the 6-wire
conector from this switch and the truck started. Any ideas where this god damn bypass could
be made? I want to remove all the electric extras the previous owner made, already removed the
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regulator? Starter solenoid? Originally Posted by mfernandes. Yes it is, i cracked my head
thinking why. Unfortunately the p. Im an idiot, I confused names: spanish-english
english-spanish. Last edited by mfernandes; at AM. Big question pal I wont install a remote
starter and the clutch interlock is a very important device on manual trucks. This blows. Well, Im
nearer to fix this! If I disconnect the solid blue wire from the starter relay red arrow on pic above
The engine will not start; lights will dimm but engine wont crank, same as if Id have my foot on
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